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Smith Symposium 2015 William Souder
“The overriding reason I wanted to write this story was that
I was curious about what we could learn from the life and
legacy of Rachel Carson,” explains Bill Souder when asked
about On a Farther Shore, his acclaimed biography of the
marine biologist, reformer and best-selling author who
transformed our world with her landmark book Silent Spring.
“One determined woman [in the 1960’s] used science and
persuasive language to change US laws and policies about
pesticides. It was a bitter partisan fight that polarized the
public debate about an emotionally charged environmental
and public health issue with many instructive similarities to
our current conversation
about climate change.”

In nature
nothing
exists alone.

Illustrated with historical
photographs and vintage
videotape, Souder’s
presentation at the thirtySilent Spring
second annual Smith Nature
Symposium will describe Carson’s exceptional life and
profound influence. A marine biologist in a time with few
women in that field, Carson worked in government service
before becoming well known as a best-selling author of three
books about the sea, but made her greatest contribution to
American political and environmental history in 1962 with the
explosive Silent Spring, described by supporters as poetic
and scientifically sound, and by opponents as propaganda.
Her book revealed to the public in graphic terms how
DDT (dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane) and other common
pesticides, were destructive and posed significant risks to
both human health and the natural world.
One alarming message in Silent Spring was that birds were
suffering as a result of widespread use of DDT to control
mosquitoes. Birds ingesting DDT as it moved through
the food chain in rodents and aquatic species, laid thinshelled eggs which broke prematurely in the nest, so no
young survived. Bald Eagles, hawks, Peregrine Falcons and
others were pushed to the brink of extinction. Silent Spring

caused enough of a public outcry that after much debate
the federal government banned DDT and set the bird
populations on the road to recovery.
In her private life Carson was an enthusiastic outdoors
person—an avid naturalist and observer of birds and
wildlife. She noticed the effects of the new and wildly
popular pesticides in part because of her love and deep
knowledge of the natural world. Her compellingly written
insights helped Silent Spring readers understand the
basics of ecology—that the entire natural world, including
humankind, is intricately connected in a complex web of
life. Carson presented a then-startling view of the role
of people in that interconnected web and the profound
impact of our activities on the environment: “Only within
the moment of time represented by the present century
has one species -- man -- acquired significant power to
alter the nature of the world.” This was a novel idea that
is still important to understand today.
Unlike most topical books, nothing about Silent Spring
is anachronistic. Dr. Benjamin Goluboff, “Ryerson Reads”
guru and Associate Professor of English at Lake Forest
College, explains “to think of Carson’s work as merely part
of the American environmentalist tradition is to overlook
what is most powerful and distinctive about her writing.
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What Silent Spring brought to American environmentalism that had not been there before was a distinctive fusion of
technical scientific ability with the storyteller’s gift for bringing facts to life in narratives that are timely and
compelling.”
As familiar as many are with the controversy surrounding Carson’s Silent Spring, she remains a relatively unknown
figure. “Rachel Carson was one of the most important figures of the twentieth century, but today many people don’t
know who she was,”
says Souder. His Smith Nature Symposium address promises
to be a lively talk that will explore Carson as a complicated
and fascinating person—an iconic environmentalist whose
life and accomplishments reverberate as we debate profound questions such as the value of genetically modified
foods, energy alternatives, and extinction. He will draw parallels to current conservation issues and welcome
discussion from attendees.
Those who enjoyed Souder’s presentation last fall at Brushwood Center about his biography of John James Audubon
can look forward to a stimulating evening. “Bill’s presentation put a face and colorful personality to Audubon’s
ubiquitous images. Everyone enjoyed listening to Bill and engaged in the discussion that followed. I’m sure his
presentation of Carson will be even more enlightening and entertaining,” reflects John Barrett, Brushwood’s interim
Executive Director.

KEYNOTE ADDRESS

Rachel Carson and the Origins of Environmentalism
presented by William Souder
Join us Brushwood Center for an evening with William Souder, the acclaimed
journalist and author of On a Farther Shore: The Life and Legacy of Rachel
Carson. Souder will discuss Carson’s life and times, the controversy and
impact of Silent Spring, and Carson’s enduring influence.
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AWARD RECIPIENTS

ART EXHIBITION

George and Victoria
Ranney

Morphogenesis: Studies
in Natural Geometry
Photographs by
Michael Czerepak

This year, Brushwood
Center is proud to
honor George and
Victoria Ranney, whose
work and enthusiasm
helped shape the conservation community
in the Chicago region.

This exhibition of striking images explores
the subtle lines, shapes and patterns in nature’s
own geometry, which is found all around us –
from the tiniest atoms that form the basis of
the universe, to the largest galaxy waiting to
be explored. Like the tracing of a Mandala,
the study of geometric moments can bring
clarity of mind and awareness of place.

